June 10, 2020

RE: Fall Events for Colorado Career and Technical Education (including CTSOs)

Colorado Career and Technical Education (CTE) will not be hosting “face to face” events for students or educators for Summer and Fall 2020. This includes all Colorado Career and Technical Student Organization (CTSO) events typically scheduled between June - December, 2020. All Colorado CTE and CTSO events will be conducted virtually until further notice. We will provide an updated announcement for Spring 2021 events as more public health guidance is released in Fall 2020.

Ensuring the safety of our CTE students, CTSO members, CTE educators, Colorado CTE staff, and the Colorado communities in which we hold events is our top priority. Our event attendance is typically larger than current gathering size limitation requirements in the COVID19 mitigation guidance issued by Colorado Public Health Officials. We look forward to hosting the CTE and CTSO events we typically host face to face in a virtual and collaborative environment. Additionally, we will be working diligently to provide resources for our educators to infuse each CTE classroom and/or virtual school environment with quality leadership, PWR, and project management skills that are the hallmark of CTSO.

Please visit [www.coloradostateplan.com](http://www.coloradostateplan.com) and our Colorado CTSO websites as well as social media platforms for updates throughout Fall 2020. If you have questions, please contact cte@cccs.edu to be routed to the correct team member.

Thank you for your support of CTE in Colorado.

Sincerely,

Sarah Heath, PhD
State Director/Associate Vice Chancellor
Colorado Career and Technical Education
Colorado Community College System